Technically Speaking: The One Thing - Playing
The "Bear Market" Rally.
Let's flashback to a time not so long ago, May 2019.
"It was interesting to see Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell, during an address
to the Fernandina Beach banking conference, channel Ben Bernanke during his speech
on corporate 'sub-prime' debt (aka leveraged loans.)
'Many commentators have observed with a sense of d?j? vu the buildup of risky
business debt over the past few years. The acronyms have changed a bit?'CLOs'
(collateralized loan obligations) instead of 'CDOs' (collateralized debt obligations),
for example?but once again, we see a category of debt that is growing faster
than the income of the borrowers even as lenders loosen underwriting
standards. Likewise, much of the borrowing is financed opaquely, outside
the banking system. Many are asking whether these developments pose a
new threat to financial stability.
In public discussion of this issue, views seem to range from 'This is a rerun of the
subprime mortgage crisis' to 'Nothing to worry about here.' At the moment, the
truth is likely somewhere in the middle. To preview my conclusions, as of now,
business debt does not present the kind of elevated risks to the stability of
the financial system that would lead to broad harm to households and
businesses should conditions deteriorate.' ? Jerome Powell, May 2019
In other words, corporate debt is 'contained.'?

As we concluded at that time:
"Unfortunately, while Jerome Powell may be currently channeling Ben Bernanke to keep
markets stabilized momentarily, the real risk is some unforeseen exogenous event,
such as Deutsche Bank going bankrupt, that triggers a global credit contagion."
While the "exogenous event" was a "virus," it led to a "credit event" which has crippled markets
globally, leading the Federal Reserve to throw everything possible at trying to stem the crisis. With
the Fed's balance sheet set to expand towards $10 Trillion, the Federal deficit to balloon to
$4 trillion, it is "all hands on deck" to stop the next "Great Depression" before it takes hold.
However, this is what we have been warning about:
"Pay attention to the market. There action this year is very reminiscent of previous
market topping processes. Tops are hard to identify during the process as 'change
happens slowly.'The mainstream media, economists, and Wall Street will dismiss

pickup in volatility as simply a corrective process. But when the topping process
completes, it will seem as if the change occurred 'all at once.' The same media
which told you 'not to worry,' will now tell you 'no one could have seen it coming.'?
The only question which remains to be answered is whether the MORE debt and monetary
stimulus can fix a debt and monetary stimulus bubble? In other words, can the Fed inflate the
fourth bubble to offset the implosion of the third? Think about the insanity of that statement,
but that is what the markets, and the economy, are banking on. We do expect that with the flood of
fiscal and monetary stimulus, a "bear market rally" becomes a real probability, at least in the shortterm. How big of a rally? What should you do? These are the important points in today's
missive.

The One Thing
The "ONE Thing" you need to do TODAY, right now, is "accept" where you are. What you
had, what was lost, and the mistakes you made, CAN NOT be corrected. They are in the past.
However, by hanging on to those "emotions," we lock ourselves out of the ability to take actions
that will begin the corrective process. Let me dispel some myths:
"Hope" is not an investment strategy. Hanging on to some stock you lost money in waiting
for it to "get back to even," costs you opportunity.
You aren't a loser. Whatever happened previously is over, and it doesn't make you a "loser."
However, staying in losing positions or strategies will continue to cost you.
Selling does NOT lock in losses. The losses have already occurred. Selling, however,
gives you the ability to take advantage of "opportunity" to begin the recovery process.
Okay, now that we have the right "mindset," let's take an educated guess on what happens next.
The current bear market is exhibiting many of the same "technical traits" as seen in both the
"Dot.com" and "Financial Crisis."

In each previous case, the market experienced a parabolic advance to the initial peak. A
correction ensued, which was dismissed by the mainstream media, and investors alike, as just a
?pause that refreshes.? They were seemingly proved correct as the markets rebounded shortly
thereafter and even set all-time highs. Investors, complacent in the belief that ?this time was
different? (1999 ? a new paradigm, 2007 ? Goldilocks economy), continued to hold out hopes the
bull market was set to continue. That was a mistake. Also, in each period, once the monthly "sell
signal" was triggered from a high level, the ensuing correction process took months to complete.
This not only reset the market, but valuations as well. In both previous periods, reflexive rallies
occurred, which eventually failed. While the 2008 plunge following the Lehman crisis was most
similar to the current environment, there was a brief rally following the passage of TARP, which
sucked investors in before the additional 22% decline in the first two months of 2009. Most
importantly, the market got very oversold early in both previous bear markets, and stayed that way
for the entirety of the bear market. Currently, the market has only just now gotten to a similar
oversold condition. What all the indicators currently suggest is that while the current correction has
been swift and brutal, bear markets are not resolved in a single month. This is going to take
some time.

Bear Market Rally
Over the past couple of week's, we have been talking about a potential reflexive bounce. From a
purely technical basis, the extreme downside extension, and potential selling exhaustion, has set
the markets up for a fairly strong reflexive bounce. This is where fun with math comes in. As shown
in the chart below, after a 35% decline in the markets from the previous highs, a rally to the 38.2%
Fibonacci retracement would encompass a 20% advance. Such an advance will "lure" investors
back into the market, thinking the "bear market" is over. This is what "bear market rallies" do, and
generally inflict the most pain possible on unwitting investors. The reasons for this are many, but
primarily investors who were trapped in the recent decline will use the rally to "flee" the markets
permanently. Chart Updated Through Monday

More importantly, as noted above, "bear markets" are not resolved in a single month. Currently,
there are too many investors trying to figure out where "the bottom" is, so they can "buy" it.
Bear markets do not end in optimism; they end in despair.
Looking back at 2008, numerous indicators suggest the "bear market" has only just begun. While
this does NOT rule out a fairly strong reflexive rally, it suggests that any rally will ultimately
fail as the bear market completes its cycle.

This can be seen more clearly in the monthly chart below, which looks at both previous bull and
bear markets using a Fibonacci retracement. As shown, from the peak of both previous bull market
"bubbles," the market reversed 61.8% of the advance during the "Dot.com" crash, and more than
100% of the advance during the "Financial Crisis."

Given the current bull market cycle was longer, more levered, and more extended than both
previous bull markets, a 38.2% decline is unlikely to fulfill the requirements of this reversion. Our
ultimate target of 1600-1800 on the S&P 500 remains confirmed by the quarterly chart below.

The current correction process has only just triggered a quarterly sell signal combined with a break
from an extreme deviation of the long-term bull-trend back to the 1930's. Both previous bull market
peaks coincide with the long-term bull trend at about 1600 on the S&P currently. Given all the
stimulus being infused into the markets currently, we broaden our bear market bottom target to
1600-1800, as noted. The technical signals, which do indeed lag short-term turns in the market, all
confirm the "bear market" is only just awakening. While bullish reflexive rallies are very likely,
and should be used to your advantage, this is a "traders" market for the time being.

In other words, the new mantra for the market, for the time being, will be to "Sell Rallies" rather
than "Buy The Dip." As I have noted many times previously:
"This 'time is not different,' and there will be few investors that truly have the fortitude to
'ride out' the next decline. Everyone eventually sells. The only difference is 'selling when
you want to,' versus 'selling when you have to.'?
Yes, the market will rally, and likely substantially so. Just don't forget to take action, make
changes, and get on the right side of the trade, before the "bear returns." Let me conclude by
reminding you of Bob Farrell's Rule #8 from our recent newsletter:
Bear markets have three stages ? sharp down, reflexive rebound and a drawn-out
fundamental downtrend
1. Bear markets often START with a sharp and swift decline.
2. After this decline, there is an oversold bounce that retraces a portion of that decline.
3. The longer-term decline then continues, at a slower and more grinding pace, as the
fundamentals deteriorate.
Dow Theory also suggests that bear markets consist of three down legs with reflexive
rebounds in between.

The chart above shows the stages of the last two primary cyclical bear markets versus today (the
2020 scale has been adjusted to match.) As would be expected, the ?Phase 1? selloff has been
brutal. That selloff sets up a ?reflexive bounce.? For many individuals, they will ?feel like? they
are ?safe.? This is how ?bear market rallies? lure investors back in just before they are
mauled again in ?Phase 3.? Just like in 2000, and 2008, the media/Wall Street will be telling you
to just ?hold on.? Unfortunately, by the time ?Phase 3? was finished, there was no one wanting to
?buy? anything.

